Your direct link to training materials and the latest information about professional development opportunities in Sitka, on the Internet, around the state, and even some out-of-state training opportunities.

Our tutorials are available for you to download or view when you need them or when you have time to learn. We have resources for novice and more advanced users in a variety of formats to meet a variety of different learning styles.

We offer or sponsor webinars, classes, and workshops throughout the year that are designed to meet the needs of our faculty and staff regardless of online experience. All training opportunities are posted to the blog.

The best way to keep informed is to sign up to receive email notifications letting you know whenever we post new information. It’s easy to sign up and you don’t need a WordPress account. Visit the blog and sign up today!

The FLC Faculty Challenge
Every two weeks (or so) we’re challenging faculty to share aspects of their course that enhance their course, their online persona, or the learning experience for their students. The FLC Faculty Challenge displays submissions and faculty vote to select the example they like best.

Tech Tuesday
Every Tuesday we feature a technology or tech tool that enhances learning or makes teaching easier. Tech Tuesday may feature hardware or software tips or tricks that will make creating and/or delivering courses more effective.

Fried Friday
Each Friday we try to lighten up your week with interesting inventions, videos or humorous posts that we feel are both educational and funny.

Remember, the FLC also posts topics that we think faculty will find interesting and spark discussion. And if you are looking for excellent teaching and learning conferences, webinars or other resources for you or your students, we’ll share it on the FLC.

Not finding what you need? Fill out a request and we’ll see what we can do to satisfy your need!